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Abstract—Biological Knowledge Graphs (BKGs) can help to
model complex biological systems in a structural way to support
various tasks. Nevertheless, the incompleteness problem may
limit the performance of existing BKGs, which still deserves new
methods to reveal the missing relations. Though great efforts have
been made to knowledge graph completion, existing methods are
not easy to be adapted to the multimodal biological information
such as molecular structures and textual descriptions. To this end,
we propose a novel co-attention-based multimodal embedding
framework, named CamE, for the multimodal BKG completion
task. Specifically, we design a Triple Co-Attention (TCA) operator
to capture and highlight the same semantic features among
different modalities. Based on TCA, we further propose two
components to handle multimodal fusion and multimodal entity-
relation interaction, respectively. One is the multimodal TCA fu-
sion module to achieve a multimodal joint representation for each
entity in the BKG. It aims to project different modal information
into a common space by capturing the same semantic features
and overcoming the modality gap. The other is the relation-aware
interactive TCA module to learn interactive representation by
modelling the deep interaction between multimodal entities and
relations. Extensive experiments on two real-world multimodal
BKG datasets demonstrate that our method significantly out-
performs several state-of-the-art baselines, including 10.3% and
16.2% improvement w.r.t MRR and Hits@1 metrics over its best
competitors on public DRKG-MM dataset.

Index Terms—Multi-Modal, Biological Knowledge Graph,
Knowledge Graph Completion, Co-attention

I. INTRODUCTION

Biological Knowledge Graphs (BKGs) are an emerging
type of Knowledge Graph whose nodes represent biological
entities (mainly including genes, disease, and compounds) and
edges represent the relations among the entities [1]–[4]. With
modelling the complex biological systems in such a structural
way, BKGs are able to assist in a wide range of biological
applications, such as protein targets identification, drug repur-
posing, and polypharmacy side-effects prediction [2], [5]–[7].

∗Jingbo Zhou and Tong Xu are corresponding authors. This work
was done when Derong Xu was an intern at the Baidu Research
under the supervision of Jingbo Zhou. The code is available at
https://github.com/PaddlePaddle/PaddleHelix/tree/dev/research/CamE.
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Fig. 1. An example to demonstrate that molecular structure (a kind of
multimodal information of BKGs) is helpful for identifying relations of BKGs.
Given a diamond from DRKG-MM data (a real-life BKG dataset used in
the experiment section) that entities are < e0, e1, e2, e3 > with e0, e1, e2
being drugs, and e3 being gene (as shown in Fig. 1(a)), we randomly select
10,000 such diamonds whose rate of “Same” (r1 = r2) and “Not-Same”
(r1 ̸= r2) is 50% vs 50%. Then we samples some diamonds from the
10,000 diamonds with a prerequisite that e1 and e2 have similar molecular
structures. The results in Fig. 1(b) show that the average accuracy is 66.98%.
While, theoretically, a random sampling should only yield 50% accuracy. It
demonstrated that the introduction of structural similarity of molecule (e.g.
whether the diamond is “Same” structure) could help to judge whether r1
is equal to r2, and thus enhance prediction performance. More details are
elaborated in experimental analysis Section V-H1.

However, just like KGs in other domains, BKGs also suffer
from the KG completion problem since the incompleteness
of BKGs leads to performance degradation in many different
downstream applications.

Meanwhile, we observe that rich semantic features hidden
in multimodal information of BKGs like molecular structure
could benefit the completion task. To demonstrate our claim,
we show a toy example in Fig. 1, where the “Same” and
“Not-Same” distribution of diamond relations is changed from
“50.00% vs 50.00%” to “66.98% vs 32.02%” after considering
the molecular structure similarity as a prerequisite to sampling.



Meanwhile, the correlation between textual and molecular data
is of much importance. For example, phenolic compounds
comprise one or more aromatic rings with attached hydroxyl
groups in their structures [8]; whereas they usually have
the suffix “-phrine” in their names (it is also a kind of
textual description) which reveals its medical properties and
possibly related gene and disease, and benefits to predict the
link in knowledge graphs. Therefore, it is valuable to jointly
utilize the structured knowledge and multimodal information
of BKGs as prior knowledge to improve the accuracy of the
completion task.

Yet, it remains an outstanding challenge to integrate such
biological multimodal information. Though graph embedding
methods [9]–[11] have proven to be effective for KG comple-
tion, they mainly focus on the structured knowledge in KGs
and lack the flexibility to consider the other modal data in
BKGs like molecular structures and textual descriptions of
entities. There are a few studies [12]–[16] to investigate the
entity images and textual descriptions to extract knowledge
representation. Nevertheless, since these methods are designed
for images and texts, they cannot capture the underlying
common semantic features between molecule, textual descrip-
tion, and structured knowledge in BKGs, resulting in poor
performance as shown in our experimental evaluation.

To this end, we propose a novel triple Co-attention
multimodal Embedding (CamE) framework specially designed
for multimodal BKG completion. The intuition behind CamE
is to capture the commonly-repeated information in different
modalities of BKGs, which also serves as the anchor point to
help other parts to align and promote modal fusion. For this
purpose, we first introduce a dedicated Triple Co-Attention
(TCA) operator. Then upon the TCA operator, CamE can be
divided into two main components which are: 1) MultiModal
TCA Fusion module (MMF); 2) Relation-aware Interactive
TCA module (RIC).

Specifically, the TCA operator is expected to capture and
highlight the same semantic features among modalities (i.e.
molecular structure, textual description, and structured knowl-
edge) via learning co-affinity and intra-affinity matrices. As
far as we know, we are the first to adopt co-attention mech-
anism to handle the BKG completion task. Whereas, the
original co-attention mechanism [17] cannot directly handle
BKG completion task since it is designed for visual question
answering tasks whose inputs are feature matrices of image
and question. In our proposed TCA operator, we use one
co-affinity matrix and two intra-affinity matrices to achieve
the co-attention mechanism. The co-affinity matrix defines
the mutual attention between two modality inputs. For each
of the two inputs, the intra-affinity matrix defines its own
attention, which shares parts of the mapping parameters with
the co-affinity matrix to restrict the representation to the same
subspace. Furthermore, we introduce multi-head TCA and
design a learnable temperature sequence with fixed interval
to increase the diversity of the multi-head.

Moreover, the MMF module is designed to fuse heteroge-
neous data from multimodal representations to a joint repre-

sentation. In MMF, a pairwise TCA matching step conducts
TCA operator between each pair of modalities to extract
the common semantic features of each other. After that, an
exchanging fusion step is further introduced to exchange the
unimportant information of each individual modality measured
by attention map, which achieves to bridge modality gap and
promotes cross-modal fusion.

Besides, the RIC module aims to learn multimodal entity-
relation interactive representation. The motivation of this
module is that the interactions between entities and relations
are particularly important and effective for KG completion
tasks [11], [18], [19]. The RIC module can build the deep
interaction between multimodal entities and relations using
the TCA operator. In this way, all elements in multimodal
representation of entities are possible to establish contact with
all elements in relation embedding by multiplication. Finally,
we construct a multi-channel feature map by stack modality
joint and interactive representations as a multi-view of data,
which are then fed into the convolutional neural network to
infer the missing links.

We conduct extensive experimental evaluations on two real-
world multimodal BKG datasets. Experimental results show
our approach can achieve significant improvement over other
state-of-the-art methods. Our contributions can be summarized
as follows:

• To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to integrate
multimodal information including textual description and
molecular structure for BKG completion task.

• We propose CamE, a novel co-attention-based multi-
modal embedding framework, which takes full advantage
of multimodal information to tackle the BKG completion
task. The core of CamE includes a specially designed
TCA operator and two components to deal with multi-
modal fusion and multimodal entity-relation interaction
respectively.

• Experimental results on two real-world multimodal bi-
ological datasets show that our framework significantly
outperforms existing state-of-the-art methods by a large
margin.

II. RELATED WORK

Our work is closely related to KG completion and BKG
applications. Here we briefly discuss the related works from
these two perspectives as follow.

A. Knowledge Graph Completion

In the past decade, many research efforts have been devoted
to the KG completion/embedding task. For example, TransE
[9] models the relation as a translation between the head and
tail entity. TransH [20], TransR [21], and TransD [22] extend
this idea by using different projection strategies to deal with
the complex relations such as the Many-to-1 relation. DistMult
[18] proposes a simplified bilinear formulation to capture pro-
ductive interactions in relational data and compute efficiently.
There are also other recent studies, e.g., RotatE [10], ConvE
[11], ComplEx [23], DualE [24] and PairRE [25]. ComplEx



[23] further extends the DistMult [23] in the complex vector
space to capture both symmetric and antisymmetric relations.
RotatE [10] models the relation as rotation from the head entity
to the tail entity also in complex space. All these methods learn
the embedding solely based on the structured knowledge in
KG and ignore the rich multimodal information, which may
limit the further improvement in performance.

There are a few studies using extra multimodal data to
improve performance [26] [27] [28] [29]. IKRL [12] is the first
work to combine the image with structured knowledge for KG
embedding, which uses an attention-based method to choose
the best image instance of each entity. Its score function of a
triple is designed to utilize structured knowledge information
as well as visual information following the framework of
TransE. The authors in [14] try to integrate external text
information and defines the energy of a triple as the sum of
sub-energy functions of each modality. KBLRN [30] utilizes
the probabilistic product of experts to integrate the relational
and numerical features. Pezeshkpour et al. [31] further propose
to learn multimodal embedding by utilizing different neural
encoders for each modal data and integrate them into existing
KG embedding methods. TransAE [13] combines multimodal
autoencoder and TransE to get the entity representation. There
is also a recent study [26] to leverage the transformer ar-
chitecture to fuse the visual and text representation for KG
completion. However, to the best of our knowledge, there is no
previous study utilizing the graph data like molecule structure
for KG completion [26].

B. Biological Knowledge Graph

Benefiting from the ability of KG to model relational data
in complex biological systems, BKG has attracted a lot of
research attention in recent years. DRKG [1] introduces a com-
prehensive BKG, which includes data from seven open data
sources. The authors in [2] integrate various open biomedical
resources in a unified format and creates a BKG from them.
There is also an extensive study about how KG embedding
models can be applied to different biological applications
[32]. In this paper, we design a novel framework tailored to
integrate the multimodal biological information to improve the
performance of BKG completion task.

III. PRELIMINARIES

We denote the multimodal BKG G = {(h, r, t)} ⊆ E ×R×
E , where E and R are the set of entities and relations. Each
triplet (h, r, t) means a relationship of type r ∈ R between
the head entity h ∈ E and tail entity t ∈ E . We define the
molecular embedding as hm ∈ Rdm , textual embedding as
ht ∈ Rdt , and structured embedding as hs ∈ Rds . Also,
dm, dt and ds are the corresponding numbers of dimensions.
Moreover, we denote relation embedding as r ∈ Rdr , tail
entity embedding as ts ∈ Rde , de and dr are the dimensions
of entity and relation embedding vector respectively.

The initial vector of textual description and molecular struc-
ture are obtained by pre-trained models before inputting into
our model. For the textual information, we use CharacterBERT

TABLE I
EXPLANATIONS OF KEY NOTATIONS

Notations Explanations
hm Molecular embedding
ht Textual embedding
hs Structured embedding
r Relation embedding
ts Tail entity embedding
hf Multimodal joint embedding
W Trainable projected matrix

[33] to extract the textual feature vector of entities in DRKG-
MM. For OMAHA-MM, we employ the BERT [34] trained
on cased Chinese text to embed the textual data, which is
implemented by the code of Transformers package [35]. We
chose the output of the last layer and averaged all word vectors
to get a final embedding. Specifically, the embedding of Gene
is also generated by CharacterBERT [33]. As for the molecular
information, we utilize a pre-training Graph Neural Networks
[36] to get the molecular embedding. To be specific, we use the
pre-trained GIN model, whose training strategy is to predict
randomly masked node and edge attributes, to extract the
molecular feature. What’s more, the structural embedding is
learned by CompGCN [37] with their official codes.

The BKG completion task is to infer missing relations
in a multimodal BKG, which can be modeled as a ranking
problem for link prediction. Our ultimate goal is to develop
an effective KG embedding model to make full use of the
multimodal information, then improve the score of positive
triplets (h, r, t+) and reduce the score of negative triplets
(h, r, t−).

IV. METHODOLOGY

In this section, we elaborate on how to implement CamE
in Fig. 2. which mainly consists of Triple Co-Attention
(TCA) operator, MultiModal TCA Fusion module (MMF),
and Relation-aware Interactive TCA module (RIC). TCA
operator is expected to capture the mutually reinforcing co-
attention semantic features among modalities via learning co-
affinity and intra-affinity matrices. Based on the TCA operator,
MMF is designed to fuse heterogeneous data from multimodal
representations to a joint representation, and RIC is designed
to learn multimodal entity-relation interactive representation.
Through the two modules, CamE excepts to fully mines the
same semantic information among modalities, and models the
deep interaction between multimodal entity and relation. In
following subsections, we will introduce these modules in
detail step-by-step.

A. TCA Operator

We first present a novel TCA operator, which is designed to
capture mutual influence and attention between two modality
inputs like molecule graph and textual description. Originally,
co-attention mechanism [17] is designed for visual question
answering tasks whose inputs are image and question. To the
best of our knowledge, we are the first to use the co-attention
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Fig. 3. Overview of triple Co-Attention (TCA) operator. the paired inputs of
Q and D represent the feature vectors of two different modalities. The paired
inputs are multiplied to triple affinity matrices to jointly learn the important
information.

mechanism to tackle the BKG completion task. Since the
input of CamE in our task is embedding vectors of entities
(instead of matrices with sequence and patch information of

questions and images), the existing co-attention mechanism is
inappropriate to be applied on the multimodal data including
molecule graph and textual description directly. Therefore, we
specifically devise a new form of co-attention method, named
as TCA operator, which takes the feature vectors from different
modalities as inputs and projects them into a fused vector
representation.

In general, TCA operator adopts triple affinity matrices to
jointly learn the important information between two modality
inputs, which aims to extract the mutually reinforcing co-
attention features between the two input modality vectors,
meanwhile extracts their own intra-attention features. Taking
case 1 in Fig. 7 as an example, the entities with suffix “-
cillin” in the text description also usually have a penicillin-
type substructure in the molecule. This common semantic
information reveal that the entities are a kind of penicillin,
which is effective against many bacterial infections [38], [39].
From this information, we can know what diseases these
entities are more likely to be associated with. TCA is designed
to identify such features for modal fusion. We also apply
scaling transformation and multi-head attention to increase the
modelling ability of TCA.

One of triple affinity matrices is a co-affinity matrix with
two modality data as inputs. The other two of them are intra-



affinity matrices with input from each modality but different
non-linear mapping functions. The flow chart of TCA operator
is shown in Fig. 3. In detail, We first present how to construct
the co-affinity matrix. Specifically, given two input vectors
Q ∈ Rd1 and D ∈ Rd2 . Q and D serve as the feature vectors
of two different modalities, and represent the pair inputs of
Triple Co-Attention (TCA) operator. We expect the model to
automatically highlight important parts between them. We first
project them to a new vector space, which are then multiplied
to get a co-affinity matrix Mco ∈ Rd1×d2 as follows:

Mco = σ(QW q
co) · σ(DTW d

co) (1)

where σ is the sigmoid function, W q
co ∈ Rd1×d1 and W d

co ∈
Rd2×d2 are the learnable projection weights of Q and D
respectively. Afterward, the obtained co-affinity matrix Mco is
scaled though dividing by temperature τ . Then, we apply row-
wise softmax operation and column-wise softmax operation to
the scaled affinity matrix separately as follows:

Mq
co = softmax(

Mco

τ
, dim = 0) ∈ Rd1×d2

Md
co = softmax(

Mco

τ
, dim = 1) ∈ Rd1×d2

(2)

Finally, the original two vectors Q and D are multiplied by
scaled affinity matrices respectively:

Qco = QT ·Mq
co

Dco = Md
co ·D

(3)

Where Qco ∈ Rd2 and Dco ∈ Rd1 represent the co-attention
of two modalities learned by the co-affinity matrix. On the
other hand, the procedure for obtaining the two intra-affinity
matrices Mq

in ∈ Rd1×d2 and Md
in ∈ Rd1×d2 is similar to that

of obtaining the co-affinity matrix. They can be learned by:

Mq
in = σ(QW q

co) · σ(QW q
in)

Md
in = σ(DW d

co) · σ(DW d
in)

(4)

where W q
co ∈ Rd1×d1 and W d

co ∈ Rd2×d2 are the shared
parameters of co-affinity and intra-affinity matrices to restrict
the representation to the same subspace. W q

in ∈ Rd1×d1

and W d
in ∈ Rd2×d2 are learnable projection weights for

intra-affinity matrices. The intra-attention of each inputs are
obtained by multiplying intra-affinity matrices respectively:

Qin = QT · softmax(
Mq

in

τ
, dim = 0)

Din = DT · softmax(
Mq

in

τ
, dim = 0)

(5)

All the intra-attention and co-attention are added to get the
final result:

Qtca = Qco +Qin

Dtca = Dco +Din

(6)

where Qtca ∈ Rd2 and Dtca ∈ Rd1 represent the output pair.
In this way, we can extract the co-attention features and intra-
attention features of multimodal data. We define the operator

as TCA(·), which are served as core structure in the following
two modules (MMF and RIC).

Furthermore, we introduce multi-head to our TCA to in-
crease the modelling ability. The output of all heads will
be concatenated together and then projected to the original
dimension:

Qtca = W q
head[Q

1
tca; ...;Q

m
tca]

Dtca = W d
head[D

1
tca; ...;D

m
tca]

(7)

where [; ] represents concatenating the given vectors in the
given dimension, m is the number of heads, and W d

head ∈
Rd2×md2 ,W q

head ∈ Rd1×md1 are trainable parameters.
In order to further improve the diversity of multi-head

TCA, the triple affinity matrices Mco, Mq
in and Md

in are
scaled through dividing by a learnable temperature sequence
τi with fixed interval before the softmax operator, where
i ∈ {1, ...,m}. The temperature of i-th head in the multi-head
TCA is defined as:

τi = τ◦ · (λ · i) (8)

where τ◦ is a learnable parameter and λ is a preset hyper-
parameter. The effect of λ is also evaluated in Section V-E. In
this way, We make the multi-head have flexible diversity, and
the diversity is also learnable.

B. Multimodal TCA Fusion Module

The MMF aims to integrate heterogeneous data from mul-
tiple unimodal representations into a joint representation.
Given molecular embedding hm, textual embedding ht and
structured embedding hs, MMF aims to enhance the semantic
information appearing in different modalities. In the BKG, it
is a common phenomenon that the same information may
contain in different modalities. For instance, the name of
phenolic compounds usually has a suffix “-phine” [8], and
piperazine-derived compounds have the suffix “-azine” (the
name is just a kind of textual description for this compound).
The same information allows the model to comprehend the
entity’s true properties and meaning, thus MMF should pay
special attention to such highlighted information. MMF mainly
consists of two steps including 1) pairwise TCA matching; and
2) information exchanging fusion.

1) Pairwise TCA Matching: In this step, we expect to
capture the common semantic features between two modal-
ities by using TCA(·) for each pair inputs. During pairwise
TCA matching, all the multimodal information of the entity
including structured embedding hs, molecular embedding hm

and textual embedding ht are fed into TCA operator. Each
modality forms a pair as shown in Eqn. 9:

ĥx1 , ĥy1 = TCA(W1hm,W2ht)

ĥx2
, ĥy2

= TCA(W1hm,W3hs)

ĥx3 , ĥy3 = TCA(W2ht,W3hs)

(9)

where df is the fusion dimension, W1 ∈ Rdf×dm , W2 ∈
Rdf×dt and W3 ∈ Rdf×ds are learnable parameters and aim
to project the multi-modal vectors to the fusion dimension. In



this way, we obtain mutually reinforcing information between
the two modalities, from both explicit and implicit semantic
features.

2) Exchanging Fusion: In this step, we propose to ex-
change the information between modalities via the value
of attention weight to further bridge the modality gap af-
ter pairwise TCA matching. The motivation is based on a
model pruning method [40] which proposes an assumption
of smaller-norm-less-information. It has been proved effective
for multimodal fusion [41]. However, rather than utilizing
the scaling factor of Batch-Normalization as the measurement
of importance, we argue that the smaller attention weight
provides less information, and has less influence on the final
result. Thus we exchange the unimportant features for each
modality measured by co-attention weight to other modal
features, which alleviates the difference and heterogeneity
between modalities.

Fig. 2(a) shows the process of information exchanging.
For the unimportant part of the features (i.e. the position
with small attention weight), it will be replaced with the
information of another modality. An exchanging factor θ and
layer Normalization [42] are introduced to determine which
features need to be exchanged between modalities. Assuming
that two vectors x and y need to be exchanged, the formula
is defined as follows:

index = where(ln(x) < θ)

x[index] = y[index]
(10)

index = where(ln(y) < θ)

y[index] = x[index]
(11)

where ln(·) is the layer normalization, which is applied to
each element. For ln(x) or ln(y), the features whose attention
weight is less than the threshold will be identified and replaced
with another modal information. We denote EX(x,y) as the
whole exchanging procedure. How to set the value of θ is
discussed in Section V-E. Each output pair information of TCA
is exchanged by EX operation to further promote multimodal
fusion:

h̃xi , h̃yi = EX(ĥxi , ĥyi) i ∈ {1, 2, 3} (12)

Finally, we consider a low-rank bilinear fusion method,
which is proposed to reduce the ranks of the bilinear weight
matrix without losing representation capacity [43], [44]. This
solution is to factor a 3D weight tensor into 2D weight
matrices, assuming the weight tensor to be low-rank. How-
ever, existing low-rank bilinear fusion method cannot exploit
complex interaction between modalities with raw inputs [45].
Whereas, in our method, by using the TCA and EX operation,
the important part of modal features are fully extracted, and
the modality gap is also bridged as much as possible. Thus, we
fuse the fine processing data got from Eqn. 7, to a multimodal
joint representation hf ∈ Rdf by low-rank bilinear function
as follows:

hf = Ω
i∈{1,2,3}

(P T (σ(UT
xi
h̃xi) ◦ σ(V T

yi
h̃yi)) + b) (13)

where ◦ means Hadamard product (element-wise product), and
Ω denotes Hadamard product over a sequence of vector. Uxi

∈
Rdf×df and Vyi

∈ Rdf×df denote 2D matrices decomposed
from a 3D tensor, and b ∈ Rdf is a bias vector.

C. Relation-aware Interactive TCA Module

We further propose a RIC module to build the interaction
between multimodal entities and relation. Previous studies,
such as ConvE [11], try to model the interaction between
entity and relations by a convolution framework. In ConvE,
the embedding of head entity and relation are concatenated
and reshaped to a 2D matrix and fed into the convolutional
network. We extend this idea to model the interaction be-
tween multimodal entities and relations. Rather than using
concatenated interaction of ConvE, our RIC expects to build
a deep connection between relations and all modal entities.
We establish the mutual influence between entity vector and
relation vector by TCA operator, which ensures all elements in
entity embedding are possible to contact with all elements in
relation embedding. The feature permutations are also proved
to be effective by [46]. For each modal entity, the same
operations are separately carried out with the relation r, to
get the multimodal entity-relation interactive representations
vi: {

h′
ω, r

′
ω = TCA(hω, r)

vω = [h′
ω, r

′
ω]

(14)

where ω ∈ {t,m, s}. Finally, we consider stacking the
modality joint representation hf and interactive representation
vω to form a multi-channel feature map. The feature map
represents multi-view from different modalities, which then are
fed into the convolutional neural network. This multi-channel
convolution paradigm further fuses multimodal information
and increases the interaction. The output of convolution is
flattened and projected to latent entity embedding space by
a fully connected layer. In summary, the scoring function of
triplet (h, r, t) is defined as follows:

Φ =f(hf ⋆ (vtWt) ⋆ (vmWm))W1hs

+ f(vs ⋆ v0)W2ts
(15)

where ⋆ represents to reshape vector to 2D matrix and con-
catenate a sequence of matrices along a new dimension, v0

denotes [h; r], f(·) means single layer convolution and full
connection operator. Wt ∈ Rdt×df and Wm ∈ Rdw×df are
learnable weights to project embedding vt and embedding
vm to the dimension of fusion embedding hf , respectively.
W1 ∈ RL1×de , W2 ∈ RL2×de are also trainable weights for
the full-connection network.

D. Model Optimization

We use 1-to-many scoring [11] to optimize our model,
which calculates the scores of multiple negative samples
simultaneously in a forward propagation and takes less com-
putation time during the evaluation phase. We generate an
inverse triplet (t, r−1, h) from each triplet (h, r, t) in the whole
dataset. All the original and inverse triplets are trained at



TABLE II
STATISTICS OF THE DATASET INFORMATION

Dataset #Ent #Rel #Train #Valid #Test
DRKG-MM 97,238 107 4,699,408 587,424 587,426

OMAHA-MM 74,061 17 406,773 50,846 50,846

the same time, and ranked with whole entities. We minimize
a Bernoulli negative log-likelihood loss function as defined
below:

L = − 1

n

n∑
i=1

q(i)log(p(i)) + (1− q(i))log(1− p(i)) (16)

where n is the number of negative samples, q ∈ Rn is the
true label, and p ∈ Rn is the predicted probabilities generated
by applying the sigmoid function to Φ.

V. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

In this section, we present experimental results on two BKG
datasets to investigate the following research questions:

• RQ1. How does the proposed CamE model perform
compared against the state-of-the-art methods?

• RQ2. How do the parameter settings affect the inference
result?

• RQ3. Do the proposed modules and each modality benefit
the performance of CamE?

• RQ4. How does CamE perform on different relation
types?

• RQ5. Does CamE have the ability to learn the semantic
relationship between multimodal data?

• RQ6. How does the convergence of CamE as compared
with the state-of-the-art baselines?

• RQ7. How scalable is each module of CamE?

A. Datasets

We use two real-world BKG datasets to evaluate our pro-
posed method. The statistical results of these two datasets are
shown in Table II. A large portion of KG entities and relations
are actually long-tail as shown in Fig. 4. All datasets are split
randomly according to 8:1:1 ratio for training, validation and
test dataset.

1) DRKG-MM: DRKG-MM is based on a public Drug
Repurposing Knowledge Graph (DRKG) [1], which is a com-
prehensive biological knowledge graph containing different
types of entities such as genes, compounds, and diseases,
etc. DRKG is constructed from six biological databases and
more details about this dataset can be found in [1]. Compared
with the original DRKG, we extended the molecular structure
information to each drug, and added the textual descriptions
for entities from a variety of open data sources including
DrugBank1, Hetionet2, GNBR3, String4, IntAct5 and DGIdb6.

1https://go.drugbank.com
2https://het.io
3https://zenodo.org/record/1134693#.YTxrbZMzYZ
4https://string-db.org
5https://www.ebi.ac.uk/intact
6http://www.dgidb.org
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Fig. 4. The histogram of entity and relation frequency in the real-world
knowledge graph.

They are also the source of the structural knowledge of DRKG.
The full name of Gene is from HUGO Gene Nomenclature
Committee, HGNC7. Additional statistics are available in the
open-source data8.

2) OMAHA-MM: OMAHA-MM is extracted from a knowl-
edge graph provided by Open Medical and Healthcare Alliance
(OMAHA) 9. Similar to DRKG-MM, OMAHA is also a
BKG that has many entities and entities information, like
diseases, symptoms, genes and gene mutations. It should be
noted that the entities of compounds in OMAHA-MM don’t
contain the molecular information, which is not included in
our experiments of overall comparison and ablation studies
on OMAHA-MM. We extracted triplets from OMAHA to
construct OMAHA-MM by three rules:

1) Following DRKG [1] and [6], we extract all triplets with
the crucial elements in a biological KG, which includes
the entity types of genes, diseases, and drugs.

2) We further exclude several entity types with less than
10,000 triplets and relation types with less than 1,000
triplets in OMAHA, since they didn’t help to understand
the crucial elements, and will add some noise to the
overall KG.

3) We delete entities and corresponding triplets with degrees
less than five to form our final OMAHA-MM. The reason
for this process is to avoid the KG being too sparse to be
able to learn graph embeddings. The original OMAHA
data is extremely sparse which has 200k entities for
600k triplets. Refined knowledge graph have the same
configuration with the most-used knowledge graphs such
as FB15K [9], which has very few entities with a degree
less than five (including indegree and outdegree).

7https://www.genenames.org
8https://github.com/gnn4dr/DRKG
9http://kg.omaha.org.cn



B. Experimental Settings

We utilize grid search on the valid set to get the best
hyperparameters. All the learnable parameters are initialized
by Xavier normalization [47]. We use Adam [48] to optimize
our model. We conduct all experiments with the filtered setting
following [9] for negative sampling. The model is trained on
a NVIDIA RTX 3090 GPU. We fix the fusion dim df to 200,
number of filter to 128, filter size to 9x9. The max training
epoch is set to 500. We save the model parameters with best
hits@10 on the valid set, and evaluate on the test set to get
the final result. We get the reported results on DRKG-MM
with the hyperparameters of learning rate: 0.001, embedding
dim de and dr: 500, number of negative sampling: 1-to-N
(where N is the number of entities), exchanging factor θ:
-0.5, number of multi-head m: 2, interval λ: 5. The best
combination of parameters for OMAHA-MM is learning rate:
0.0005, embedding dim de and dr: 100, number of negative
sampling: 1-to-1000, exchanging factor θ: -2, number of multi-
head m: 3, interval λ: 10.

C. Metrics and Baselines

Our model and the state-of-the-art baselines are evaluated
under the three most-used metrics for knowledge graph com-
pletion tasks which are mean rank(MR), mean reciprocal
rank (MRR), and Hits@n (n = 1, 3, 10). All the evaluated
baselines can be divided into two groups: 1) unimodal KG
completion methods which use only structure knowledge for
this task including TransE [9], DistMult [18], ComplEx [23],
ConvE [11], CompGCN [37], RotatE, a-RotatE [10], DualE
[24] and PairRE [25]; and 2) multimodal KG completion
methods which are designed for KG completion on other
general multimodal KGs. Details of these unimodal baselines
are presented below:

• TransE [9] models the relation r as a translation between
the head entity h and tail entity t. It represents all entities
and relations to the uniform continuous feature space,
and learns low-dimensional and dense vectors for every
entity and relation type by minimizing the score function
h+ r − t.

• DistMult [18] is a simplified bilinear model and restricts
the relation matrix to be a diagonal matrix.

• ComplEx [23] extend the basic method of DistMult in
the complex vector space to capture both symmetric and
anti-symmetric relations.

• ConvE [11] is a neural network method, which stacks the
head entity and relation, reshapes them to a 2D matrix,
then uses 2D convolution and multi-layer perceptron over
the matrix to model the interactions between entities and
relations.

• CompGCN [37] is a Graph Convolutional framework,
which leverages a variety of entity-relation composition
operations to jointly embed both nodes and relations.

• RotatE and a-RotatE [10]. RotatE models the relation as
rotation from the head entity to the tail entity in complex
space. The scoring function is −||h ◦ r− t||2. These two

models are both from [10] and have the same scoring
function. The difference is that a-RotatE is trained with
self-adversarial negative sampling yet RotatE is not.

• DualE [24] introduces dual quaternions into knowledge
graph embeddings and designs a specific dual-quaternion-
based multiplication to model relations as the composi-
tions of a series of translation and rotation operations.

• PairRE [25] uses two vectors for relation representation
to encode complex relations and multiple relation patterns
simultaneously.

Details of these multimodal baselines are presented below:
• IKRL [12] is the first work to combine image with

structured knowledge for KG embedding, which uses an
attention-based method to choose the best image instance
of each entity. Its scoring function is designed to utilize
structured knowledge and visual information following
the framework of TransE.

• MTAKGR [14] integrates external text information and
defines the energy of a triple as the sum of sub-energy
functions of each modality.

• TransAE [13] combines multimodal autoencoder and
TransE to get the entity representation.

• MKGformer [26] is a hybrid transformer architecture
with multi-level fusion which has coarse-grained prefix-
guided interaction and fine-grained correlation-aware fu-
sion modules to integrate visual and text representation.

TransE, DistMult, and ComplEx are implemented based on
the code of RotatE. IKRL is implemented through the code
of [14]. Since the pre-training model ViT and pre-training
corpus used in MKGformer are highly coupled with visual
data, MKGformer can not directly apply to our biological
KGs. We reproduced its core structure “M-Encoder”, including
a Prefix-guided Interaction Module and Correlation-aware Fu-
sion Module. “M-Encoder” is incorporated into our framework
to replace our multimodal fusion and relation interaction.
Other methods are all implemented by their official code.

D. Overall Comparison (RQ1)

In this section, we show the performance evaluation with
the baselines. As we can see from Table III, CamE signif-
icantly outperforms all the baselines in almost all metrics.
For instance, CamE got 10.3% (of MMR) and 16.2% (of
Hits@1) improvement over its best competitors on the DRKG-
MM dataset, and got 4.8% (of MRR) and 7.0% (of Hits@1)
improvement over its best competitors on the OMAHA-MM
dataset. The diverse improvement margin on different datasets
of CamE is due to the fact that DRKG-MM is a more dense
KG than OMAHA-MM. Compared with baselines, the only
exception is that a-RotatE achieves the best performance on
MR metric on OMAHA-MM dataset. a-RotatE (as well as
PairRE) uses self-adversarial negative sampling technique,
which automatically balances the updated degree of negative
samples, making the model averaged in some situations. This
is also the reason why they achieve relatively good perfor-
mance on Hits@10 but not so well on Hits@1. Note that



TABLE III
LINK PREDICTION RESULTS COMPARED WITH OTHER STATE-OF-THE-ART METHODS ON THE DRKG-MM AND OMAHA-MM. THE BEST RESULTS ARE

HIGHLIGHTED IN BOLD, AND THE SECOND RESULTS ARE HIGHLIGHTED WITH AN UNDERLINE. SMALLER MR MEANS THE BETTER RESULT, OTHER
METRICS ARE THE LARGER THE BETTER.

Models DRKG-MM OMAHA-MM
MRR↑ MR↓ Hits@1↑ Hits@3↑ Hits@10↑ MRR↑ MR↓ Hits@1↑ Hits@3↑ Hits@10↑

Unimodal approach
TransE [9] 15.6 822 4.0 21.1 35.3 19.1 867 10.5 22.2 35.4

DistMult [18] 19.2 1864 6.1 28.3 38.8 13.6 3637 7.9 14.7 25.2
ComplEx [23] 30.2 1857 22.4 33.3 43.9 25.0 1122 17.1 27.5 40.5

ConvE [11] 44.1 499 33.3 52.8 64.3 19.1 1979 12.8 20.9 31.7
CompGCN [37] 42.2 542 30.3 50.0 61.5 22.7 1588 13.6 22.4 39.0

RotatE [10] 25.3 699 9.5 35.6 50.3 20.0 858 11.5 23.2 36.5
a-RotatE [10] 39.2 653 19.0 51.6 64.2 22.2 811 13.3 25.5 39.7
DualE [24] 45.7 602 34.6 52.1 64.9 19.9 1951 11.5 22.9 36.5
PairRE [25] 36.8 612 17.9 51.1 65.5 24.6 1581 16.2 28.3 40.8

Multimodal approach
IKRL [12] 12.7 680 6.1 12.5 24.0 16.5 1312 12.4 17.2 29.2

MTAKGR [14] 14.5 491 8.0 15.3 27.4 19.6 868 12.5 21.4 33.2
TransAE [13] 6.8 - 1.3 3.54 10.9 7.2 - 3.2 7.4 15.2

MKGformer [26] 45.4 428 34.6 54.7 64.4 24.8 880 17.2 26.8 38.9
CamE(ours) 50.4 412 40.2 57.1 67.7 26.2 871 18.4 29.3 42.1

TABLE IV
EVALUATION RESULTS OF MRR, H1(HITS@1) AND H10(HITS@10) ON DIFFERENT RELATION TYPES.

Relations ConvE a-RotatE PairRE DualE CamE
MRR H1 H10 MRR H1 H10 MRR H1 H10 MRR H1 H10 MRR H1 H10

Disease-Gene 9.1 4.0 19.7 9.5 4.5 19.9 8.2 3.4 18.2 5.8 2.5 12.4 10.3 5.1 21.1
Gene-Gene 49.6 37.9 66.0 32.9 4.6 67.3 36.2 9.0 69.0 56.9 47.5 71.1 52.0 40.2 68.1

Compound-Compound 59.0 44.3 87.2 55.6 38.9 85.4 44.1 20.3 83.8 48.7 29.9 82.5 68.3 56.1 90.6
Compound-Side-Effect 13.5 6.9 26.4 14.0 7.1 27.7 16.3 9.1 31.3 10.7 5.1 21.6 15.0 8.0 28.9

Compound-Gene 26.9 19.6 41.2 26.1 18.5 41.3 27.5 20.1 41.8 25.8 18.9 38.9 29.0 21.4 43.7
Compound-Disease 8.9 4.3 17.4 9.9 4.9 19.5 10.6 5.5 20.4 7.5 3.8 14.4 11.0 5.8 21.2

DualE and PairRE show inconsistent performance on DRKG-
MM and OMAHA-MM. The reason might be that DRKG-
MM is a dense KG, while OMAHA-MM is a sparse one.
DualE and PairRE just adapt to correspond to these two types
of KGs. However, CamE still can outperform both DualE
and a-RotatE. ConvE utilizes the interaction between relations
and entities to improve the prediction performance, which
is some kind of similar to the RIC component of CamE
(see discussion in Section IV-C. However, our method fully
considered the multimodal data and modeled the interaction
using extra multimodal entities, thus achieving much better
performance.

CamE also can outperform all multimodal KG completion
baselines. IKRL has an image encoder module and an aggre-
gated image-based representation for ten image instances of
each entity. On the DRKG-MM and OMAHA-MM dataset,
since each entity has only one instance for each entity, we
do not enable the aggregated representation. We input the
feature vectors generated by the pre-training models, similar
as our method, into all multimodal baselines. MTAKGR [14]
is designed to use several crossed sub-scoring functions for
each modality to conduct the completion task. TransAE [13]
designs a multimodal autoencoder to learn entity embedding,
but essentially it still adopts the score function of TransE
and is difficult to handle complex interactions. As discussed

before, CamE can fully utilize the correlation among differ-
ent modalities which cannot be done by MTAKGR, IKRL,
or TransAE, thus significantly outperforming them on both
datasets. Note that existing multimodal baselines are designed
for general KGs, such as Freebase, whose multi-modalities
mainly include only visual, textual, and numerical information.
For example, MKGformer [26] relies heavily on the pre-
trained model parameters on visual and textual data, and fine-
tunes on other tasks. Therefore they cannot work well on the
biological data with molecule information.

E. Parameter Evaluation (RQ2)

In this section, we empirically evaluate the effect of three
key factors: the number of heads m, the interval λ and
exchanging factor θ for two purposes: 1) to study how to set
the values and 2) to demonstrate the necessity to introduce
the parameters. The number of heads indicates how many
semantic features CamE can extract, the interval means the
degree of diversity between multi-heads, and exchange factor
indicates degree of information interaction. As we can see
from Fig. 5(a), for DRKG-MM and OMAHA-MM datasets,
the peak values of MRR for CamE appear when the number
of head is equal to 2 and 3, respectively. The MRR of our
model stably raises from 24.5% to 26.2% when changing
number of head from 1 to 3 on OMAHA-MM. These results
demonstrate that multi-head method is helpful for achieving
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Fig. 5. Parameter evaluation with varying values. (a) The effect of the number of head; (b) The effect of exchanging factor; (c) The effect of interval of
temperature with the number of head equals 2.

better performance. But too many heads may cause over fitting,
and lead to performance degradation. As illustrated in Fig.
5(b), the best performance of DRKG-MM is achieved when
θ = −0.5, and the best performance of OMAHA-MM is
θ = −2.0. Note that since we adopt a layer normalization
for the attention, the value of θ is [−∞,+∞]. These verify
that introducing information exchanging strategy is helpful for
our task. As shown in Fig. 5(c), we get the best results when
interval λ = 5 with number of head equals 2. This not only
indicates that it is important to increase the diversity between
heads, but also indicates that multi-heads and intervals can
promote each other.

F. Ablation Study (RQ3)

To further evaluate how each component affects the perfor-
mance of the proposed model, here we conduct the ablation
study on the datasets with designed different variants of CamE.

• w/o EX: CamE without the information exchanging
process in the fusion module.

• w/o TCA: CamE without the triple co-attention operator.
• w/o MMF: CamE without multi-modal fusion compo-

nent. MMF is replaced by simple multiplication.
• w/o RIC: CamE without interaction between multimodal

entity and relation.
• w/o M and R: CamE without MMF as well as RIC. The

rest structure simply stacks extra multimodal information.
• w/o TD: CamE without the information of textual de-

scription. Noticed that, our method can expand or com-
press with the number of modalities.

• w/o MS: CamE without the molecular structure informa-
tion of compounds in the KG.

As shown in Fig. 6, the prediction performance of both
datasets is reduced after removing the important components
separately. If removing both MMF and RIC (i.e. w/o M
and R), the performance is significantly reduced, which is
even worse than ComplEx on OMAHA-MM. It indicates that
simply combining multimodal information will introduce noise
to the model which cannot be well utilized. TCA has a strong
capability to extract important information between modalities,
thus we can see significant improvement in two datasets,
especially for OMAHA-MM, whose MRR raises from 23.8%
to 26.4%. Although the EX module does have the ability to
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Fig. 6. Results of ablation study experiments.

TABLE V
STATISTICS OF DIFFERENT RELATION TYPES

Relations Disease-Gene Gene-Gene
Number of Triples 12,316 234,353

Relations Compound-Side-Effect Compound-Gene
Number of Triples 13,964 21,086

Relations Compound-Compound Compound-Disease
Number of Triples 138,754 8,451

improve the prediction result, It is still limited, since other
modules such as TCA have an enough capability to extract
important information. We also show that after removing the
information of each modality, the performance decreases to a
certain extent. At the same time, the molecular structure seems
to be more important than the textual description on DRKG-
MM. In summary, the ablation study demonstrates that our
method is effective to make the best of multimodal information
on the BKG data.

G. Experiment on Different Relations (RQ4)

In this section, we profile the performance of CamE
and baselines on different relation types on the datasets
in Table IV. These relation types include Gene-Gene,
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Fig. 7. Case study. The relation between head and tail entities is Drug-drug Interaction. The red font of the textual description indicates the prefix or suffix
of the corresponding molecular structure.

Compound-Compound, Compound-Gene, Compound-
Disease, Compound-SideEffect, and Disease-Gene. The
number of triples of different relations types is shown in
Table V. We can see the importance of Compounds and
Genes. Most of them are very useful tasks for biological and
biomedical applications. For example, Compound-Disease
relation is relevant to drug repurposing, Compound-Compound
relation is relevant to drug-drug interaction and Gene-Gene
relation is related to the research of gene expression [6].
The results in Table IV are got by training on the whole KG,
and testing on different relationship triples. As we can see,
CamE performs better than baselines on most of the relation
types. The ability of our model to fully utilize the molecular
structure allows the compound-related triples to perform
better. This experiment result also demonstrates that, with
predicting missing links and supplementing data, the BKG
completion potentially has a wide range of applications, such
as identifying potential relations of drug-disease, drug-drug,
and disease-gene.

H. Case Study (RQ5)

In Fig. 7 we present a case study to show the top 3 tail
entities reasoned by CamE. As we can see from Fig. 7, the
top 3 tail entities have some interesting semantic similarities,
such as suffix “-cillin” and prefix “Sulfa-” in the textual
description, whose corresponding molecular structures are the
penicillin-type and Sulfonamides-type respectively. The same
type of drug usually has a similar medical usage. For exam-
ple, penicillin-type drugs are effective against many bacterial

infections [38], which can be reflected in triplet “(Temocillin,
Therapy, infections)”. Therefore, this semantic information of
entities can help us to reason whether there are some relations
between entities. These also indicate that similar information
does exist in the biological multimodal data (whether inside
or between modalities), and CamE can well capture such
common semantic features to improve the performance.

1) Diamond Example: We show a diamond example and
the distribution of relations in Fig. 1, which is sampled from
DRKG-MM. We restricted the e0, e1 and e2 to be Drug and
e3 to be Gene, and randomly select 5,000 “Same” and 5,000
“Not-Same” diamond structures from all the diamonds that
meet this requirement. Then, we randomly search 100 pairs
of entities (e1, e2) with similarities greater than a certain
threshold. We use the value of the vector inner product as
a measure of similarity. The feature vectors of the molecule
are generated by pre-trained Graph neural network [36]. The
values of similarity among the top 100 are judged to be similar,
which means “Same” structure. We repeat 100 times for the
operation of searching 100 pairs of entities with different
random seeds, and report the final average result. It can be
seen from Fig. 1, that the molecular structure can help the
relation completion task in a certain degree.

I. Evaluation of Efficiency (RQ6, RQ7)
In this section, we evaluate the execution time on DRKG-

MM to explore the convergence of CamE compared with other
baselines and the scalability of each module of CamE.

1) Evaluation of Convergence (RQ6): In this subsection,
we report the training convergence of baselines and our
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Fig. 9. Training and testing time on a single epoch with various KG sizes.

proposed various modules on DRKG-MM in Fig. 8. Since
the inference phase of the KGC task takes a long time, even
more than one day for some methods, we randomly selected
10,000 triples from the testing set for evaluation, which
resulted in a different performance with Table III. We ignore
some baselines, such as MTAKGR, because of a much longer
convergence time. In Fig. 8(a), we do not utilize the pretrained
structural embedding in CamE here for fair comparison. The
experimental results have demonstrated that ConvE, DualE and
PairRE require less time to achieve a comparable accuracy
compared with the others. Our method converges more slowly
in the early stage because of the introduction of multimodal
data, yet it can achieve the best performance by fully modeling
the multimodal data as the training time increases. Other
methods, such as DistMult, converge at an early stage, but
don’t perform well due to the lack of ability to learn dense
large-scale KG.In Fig. 8(b), the experimental results have also
exhibited that, in the first few epochs, w/o TCA require less
time to achieve a convergent result compared. However, It saw
a great decrease in performance without TCA, which shows
importance to trade off the performance against the efficiency.

2) Evaluation of Scalablity (RQ7): In this subsection, the
scalability study is carried out in terms of training and testing
time on DRKG-MM with various KG sizes, as shown in Fig.
9. The Y-axis represents the average execution time of an
epoch. The X-axis represents the proportion of the original

training and testing triples. The training time has a nearly
linear scalability with the increase of the KG sizes, and the
testing time also has almost linear scalability but with a
larger slope. This is because the test phase requires ranking
test triples against all other candidate triples, and a larger
entity set will produce more candidate triples. When separately
removing the MMF, TD, and MS from CamE, the training
time changes with a similar trend. At the same time, CamE
without TCA and CamE without MMF and RIC have similar
training time costs, and their training cost is the smallest. The
underlying reason is that the number of TCA utilized by each
module is the same. It means that the most time-consuming
training phase is actually the TCA operator. However, the
TCA operator brings significant benefit for improving the
prediction performance as shown in the ablation study. By
contrast, different modules have similar testing time, which
demonstrates that the inference time mainly depends on the
task requirements.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we introduce a novel co-attention-based frame-
work (CamE) for the multimodal BKG completion task. The
major motivation is to capture commonly-repeated semantic
features among multimodal information including molecule,
textual description, and structured knowledge in BKG to
predict missing links. To achieve this, we propose a novel
triple co-attention operator (TCA) and construct a multimodal
knowledge graph embedding framework. Specifically, we fuse
the multimodal data with a multimodal TCA fusion module
to achieve modality-joint representation. The module includes
steps of pairwise TCA matching and exchanging fusion re-
spectively. Furthermore, we propose to model the full inter-
action between multimodal entities and relation by a relation-
aware interactive TCA module, which helps to obtain entity-
relation interactive representation. Finally, modality-joint and
interactive representation are integrated into a multi-channel
feature map to infer missing links. Extensive experimental
evaluation on two real-world multimodal BKGs demonstrated
the effectiveness of our proposed method.
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